Abstract: Developing a proper system architecture is a critical factor for the success of the project. After the analysis
Introduction
Android operating system provides a powerful foundation for developing applications that work on a variety of devices and form-factors. Android applications have a more complex structure unlike desktop programs that have a single entry point and run as a single monolithic process. A typical android application consists of various components: activities, fragments, services, content providers and broadcast receivers, that complicate the architecture design.
Qualitative architecture makes the process of developing and maintaining the program more simple and effective. The program must solve a set of tasks and perform its functions clearly and under different conditions. This includes such characteristics as reliability, security, performance and scalability. Any application has to change over time -requirements change, new ones are added. The faster and more convenient changes, which made by developers to the existing functional bring the less problems and errors this will cause. The architecture should parallelize the development process so that many people can work on the program at the same time. Also the project should be clearly structured, does not contain duplication, has well-designed code and documentation. The system should use standard, common and familiar solutions for developers, if possible. [4] 2. Theoretical part Google did not provide recommendations for creating an application architecture, developer's had problems with a code "swelling" in activities, testing, scaling and supporting applications. Long enough Android developers had been solving all these problems on their own, and a "Clean Architecture" concept gradually arose. It is desirable to keep in mind when developing any application.
The "Clean Architecture" is based on such basic rules:
• Architecture should not depend on various libraries and frameworks.
• Business rules should be tested without UI, database, server, etc.
• The UI should change easily, without changing the rest of the system.
• The database should be easily replaced, business rules should not be based on the database structure.
• Business rules do not need to know anything about the outside world.
[1]
Fig. 1 -"Clean Architecture" layers
Circles represent different areas of software (Fig.1) . In general, the further in you work, the higher level the software becomes. External circles are android-frameworks, internal -pure java-code without android-dependencies. It is important to consider The Dependency Rule: the code must have dependencies only in inner circles and should not know about what is happening in external circles. [1] A glossary of terms to better understand this approach: Entities: the business logic of the application. These are functions or objects with methods that implement business logic common to many applications, which are necessary for work and transition between layers.
Use cases: this layer contains the application's specific business rules. It encapsulates and implements all methods in the system. They are also called interactors -objects that implement the scenarios using entities.
Interface adapters: this set of adapters converts data from a format convenient for use cases and entities to a format convenient for UI-frameworks. These adapters include Presenter/Controllers.
Frameworks and drivers: user interface, various tools and frameworks, databases, etc.
[5] The goal of "Clean Architecture" is to separate tasks in such way as to keep the business rules not knowing anything at all about the outside world, thus, they can be tested without any dependency to any external element.
To achieve this, it is proposed to break the project into 3 layers (Fig.2) , each of which has its own goal and can work independently of the others. It should be noted that each layer uses its own data model. Thus, the necessary independence and abstraction can be achieved. This approach helps to ensure that the layers do not overlap completely.
Presentation Layer. The application logic is associated with Views. There is nothing more than a Model-View-Presenter pattern, but it is possible to use any other pattern like Model-View-Controller or Model-View-ViewModel. This layer has only UI logic. Presenters communicate with the interactors, which involves working on a new thread, and passing through callbacks information that will be displayed in the View. Domain Layer. It contains the entities and the use cases. This layer is a module on a pure java, without any android dependencies. All external components use interfaces to communicate with business objects. The approaches of "Clean architecture" are good, except that it is inappropriate to break logic into UI and business in an application. Many developers use an architecture, which can be represented by the following scheme ( Fig.3 ):
Fig. 3 -Simplified "Clean architecture" scheme
The main problem is that the problems of the lifecycle of android components aren't taken into account. Developers solve these problems on their own.
However, in 2017, Google presented their vision of architecture and offered their Architectural Components. The main idea of the new architecture from Google is the maximum logic removal from activities and fragments. This structure is quite similar to the previous one. Google has taken into account the previous ideas and efforts of developers (Fig.4) .
New architecture components provide tools for binding the application kernel to lifecycle events and saving it from explicit dependencies. The Observer pattern was used for this earlier. This sounds simple enough, but often there are several simultaneous asynchronous calls and they all handle the lifecycles of their components. Some boundary cases can be easily overlooked and new components can help in this. One of the main problems in Android is the need to constantly subscribe/unsubscribe from some objects when calling lifecycle methods. And because only the Activity and Fragment have lifecycle methods, and objects like GoogleApiClient, LocationManager, SensorManager and others must be located only inside them, and this leads to a large number of lines of code in these files. [6] Google proposed using the LiveData class to solve this and other problems. LiveData is an observable container for data. It allows application components to monitor LiveData for changes without creating explicit dependencies between them. LiveData also takes into account the state of the lifecycle of application components (activities, fragments, services) and does everything possible to prevent object leakage. The Lifecycle component is used to ensure that LiveData considers the lifecycle, but also there is an ability to use it without reference to the lifecycle. The LiveData class is an abstract generic class which encapsulates the logic of the component.
[2] Exactly, the same model can be used to implement server requests. The method of obtaining data does not change at all, but data is delegated to LiveData, which is essentially a binding for View. How to deal with the problem of the lifecycle? Google has given a component which is going through the Activity recreation -ViewModel. ViewModel provides data for a specific component of the user interface, such as Activity or Fragment, and communicates with the business part of data processing, for example, calling other components to loading data or redirecting user changes.
[2] That is, it can act as a Presenter/ViewModel in the presentation layer of "Clean Architecture". ViewModel does not know about the View and does not fall under the configuration changing, for example, screen rotation. Since ViewModel is going through the Activity recreation, LiveData will be created only once and the server request will be executed only once, that is, the main problems are solved. [6] In general, the ViewModel component can be described as a singleton with a collection of LiveData instances. It ensures that it will not be destroyed while there is an active activity exists. It is also worth noting that any amount of ViewModel can be bound to the Activity. In addition, Google released a new library for working with the database -Room, which will perfectly fit into the Repository implementation. Room abstracts some of the basic details of the implementation of working with raw SQL tables and queries. It also allows to monitor changes of database data using a LiveData object.
[2]
The most important thing that needs to pay attention to is the division of responsibility in the application. Writing all code into an Activity or a Fragment is a big mistake. Any code that does not handle interaction with the user interface or an operating system should not be in these classes. Using them as independent as possible allows to avoid many problems related to the lifecycle.
The second important principle is that the user interface control must come from a preferably constant model. "Viability" is ideal for two reasons: users do not lose data even if the OS destroys the application to free resources and the application will continue to work even when the network connection is unstable or not connected. Keeping the user interface code simple and free from application logic simplifies management and maintaining. Basing on models with a clearly defined responsibility for data management make it easily testable and suitable for requirements.
Practical part
The "Clean Architecture" approach has been applied to communication application for mechatronics robot laboratory onaft in order to speed up and simplify development, quickly add new functionality and easily navigate and understand the existing code. Model-View-Controller pattern has been chosen for presentation layer of application. Domain and data layer were combined into the one interactor. Interactor observes data changes in the database. Retrofit and Realm library are used for server and database communication accordingly.
Fig. 5 -Orders section scheme
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To facilitate testing and add new functions, the Dagger 2 framework has been used, which makes the components interchangeable. Dagger is a fully static, compile-time dependency injection framework for both Java and Android. It relies purely on using Java annotation processors and compile-time checks to analyze and verify dependencies. It is considered to be one of the most efficient dependency injection frameworks built to date.
Fig. 6 -Dagger 2 scheme

Conclusions
Once the architecture components will have transferred from the alpha version to the release, they will be implemented immediately without affecting the application structure and development time, since the layers are practically independent of each other. Architecture components will take care of the configuration changes, that will make application even more stable and secure. In addition, RXJava library will be used to facilitate the work with the network, threads and simplify the code inside the interactor.
RxJava is a Java VM implementation of Reactive Extensions: a library for composing asynchronous and event-based programs by using observable sequences. It extends the observer pattern to support sequences of data/events and adds operators that allow to compose sequences together declaratively while abstracting away concerns about things like low-level threading, synchronization, thread-safety and concurrent data structures.
